
 
 

 
 

LIGA INTERAGRUPACIONES CURSO  2012/13  
RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS 

 

1.- Entry is open to members of the following clubs: AFTDAO (Agrupació Fotogràfica 
Tallers d’Arts y Oficis) de Berga (Barcelona), Agrupació Fotogràfica Sarthou 
Carreres de Vila Real (Castellón), Agrupación Fotográfica San Dionisio (Jerez de la 
Frontera), Real Sociedad Fotográfica de Madrid y Foto-Cine La Vila de Villajoyosa 
(Alicante).   

 

2.- Each participant can entry one image every month according to the proposed topic. The 
image can be monochrome or colour. 

 

3.- The images will be sent in JPEG format with sRGB colour space. The dimension must be 
1024 pixels width or 768 pixels height (note: image cannot oversizes any of these 
dimensions). The maximum size of the image file is 1MB. 

 

4.- The same image must not be entered in more than one month. 

 

5.- Images must be submitted on the web site at the established dates. The contact mail 
will be interagrupaciones@gmail.com. 

 

6.- Images will be judged by the jury on the same website (each member of the Jury will 
have a different password). Scores range from 1 to 10. 

 

7. There will be an individual ranking and a club ranking: 

• Individual ranking: the score of each photograph is the summation of each 
member of jury. Photographers accumulate that score to calculate the individual 
ranking. 

• Club ranking: the score of one club in each month is the summation of the five 
highest scored images in that month. Clubs accumulate that score in the club 
ranking. 

 

8.- Monthly and accumulated results will be published on clubs’ websites. 

 

9.- Awards: 

• Medal to each of the best three photographers in the individual ranking. 

• Medal to the best photographer of each club (excluding the global best three). 

• Trophy to the club with the best club ranking. 

 

10.- In June one of the clubs will organize a meeting of all participant clubs with different 
activities including the award ceremony. 

 



 
 

 

 

Entry dates and topics 

 

01 
20th-30th 
Sept_2012 

OPEN Jury “A” 

02 
20th-30th 
Oct_2012 

GEOMETRY Jury “B” 

03 
20th-30th 
Nov_2012 

OPEN Jury “A” 

04 
20th-30th 
Ene_2013 

STREET PHOTOGRAPHY Jury “B” 

05 
20th-28th 
Febr_2013 

CREATIVITY Jury “A” 

06 
20th-30th 
Mar_2013 

OPEN Jury “B” 

07 
20th-30th 
Abr_2013 

TRADITIONAL/RELIGIOUS EXPRESSIONS Jury “A” 

08 
20th-30th 
May_2013 

OPEN Jury “B” 

 

JURY 

A:  

Hugo Romano, Kfar Saba (Israel):  www.hromano.com 

Valerio Perini, Florencia (Italy):  www.perinivalerio.it 
Andres Canepa, Santiago (Chile):  www.andrescanepa.com 

 

B:  

Steven Le Prevost, Guernsey (Channel Islands): www.stevenleprevost.com  
Nikitas Almpanis, Creta (Greece):  www.nikitasalmpanis.com 

Caras Ionut, Iasi (Romania):  500px.com/carasionut  

 

 


